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Revised list of classifications to be changed: 
 (except where otherwise indicated, classifications are LC) 
 
 
 
 
LC Class to be changed:   New class: 
 
F 1001-1140 (Canadian History) ......................... FC 1-4200 (NLC) 
PQ 3900-3919.2 (French Can.Lit.) ...................... PR 8900-9349 (local) or PS 8000-8599 (NLC) 
PR 8500-9899 (Eng.Lit outside England) ........... PR 8500-9899 (local) or PS 8000-8599 (NLC) 
PS 8000-8599 (NLC's Can.Lit.) .......................... PR 8900-9349 (local) for established authors 
PZ 1-4 (Fiction in English) .................................. PA-PZ (current  LC schedule) 
PZ 7 (Children’s fiction) ..................................... Local PZ variation (see below) 
QM,QP,QR (Hum. anatomy,physiology, 
                          microbiology)  ........................... W-WZ (NLM) if  NLM supplied in 060 
R (Medicine) ....................................................... W-WZ (NLM) 
                                                                                    
 
Special classification for special types of material: 
 
--Microforms:  UBC has a special  AW schedule for these. 
 
-- Children’s literature:  UBC-V will accept LC classification for all works of children’s 
literature except the following PZ 7 situations: 
  1. If UBC-V has established a PZ 7 cutter number for an author, we continue to use our cutter. 
  2. If a PZ 7 book is an English language picture book of 32 pages or fewer it is classified in the 

local PZ 4.9 classification. 
 
--Sound recordings in the Wilson and Music collections: UBC will use a modified version of the 
Music Library’s local sound recording classification system for both collections. 
 
--New editions:   In the case of non-literary, non-musical and non-artistic works, LC 
classifications contributed by LC, LAC and OCLC libraries (other than the exception areas listed 
above) are to be accepted even though this may mean not keeping editions together. 
 
--Literature:  UBC’s policy continues to classify literary works by an individual author together, 
and different editions of a literary work together.  (This sometimes involves ignoring the call 
number assigned in a source record).  Current policies continue concerning when to revise 
existing literary works (see Technical Note 96-0001). 
 
--Books in series.  For series new to UBC, monographic treatment should be given.  
Non-monographic treatments can be established or continued only for materials received on 
“standing order”, and for collected numbers falling into the classification ranges M,N and P. 
 


